Autumn Martin

“The road of life twists and turns and no two directions are ever the same. Yet our lessons come from the journey not the destination.”

Don Williams, Jr.
Debbie Fancher

"No pessimist ever discovered the secrets of the stars, or sailed to an uncharted land, or opened a new heaven to the human spirit."

Helen Keller
Don Bennett

“‘Mastery of English?’ Well, I'd reverse the roles, personally: it's English that has mastered me.”

The Doctor, in “...ish
Joy McCartney

“And pluck till time and times are done. The silver apples of the moon, The golden apples of the sun.”

William Butler Yeats
Katie McCombs

“Reach high, for stars lie hidden in your soul. Dream deep, for every dream precedes the goal.” Pamela Vaull Starr
Kyle Shelton

“I am putting myself to the fullest possible use, which is all I think that any conscious entity can ever hope to do.”
— HAL 9000, villain supercomputer, 2001: A Space Odyssey
Lisa Light

“Change your thoughts and you change your world.”

Norman Vincent Peale
Lisa Light

“Change your thoughts and you change your world.”

Norman Vincent Peale
Melissa Shields

“A word is a bud attempting to become a twig. How can one not dream while writing? It is the pen which dreams. The blank page gives the right to dream.”

Gaston Bachelard
Gloria Horton

“The act of writing brings with it a sense of discovery, of discovering on the page something you didn’t know you knew until you wrote it.”

Charles Ghigna
Mark Fuller

Launch into deep water, and let down your nets for a catch.

*Luke 5:4*
Nona Rogers

“Our aspirations are our possibilities.”
Robert Browning
Pam Miller

“Writing is rewarding, but the reward does not come easily.”

Kelly Gallagher
Patti Thrower Wilkinson

“Heaven is not the end: It’s only the beginning!” --David Brandt Berg
“You yourselves are our letter, written on our hearts, known and read by everybody. You show that you are a letter from Christ, the result of our ministry, written not with ink but with the Spirit of the living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets of human hearts.”

The Apostle Paul, 2 Corinthians 3:2-3 (NIV)
“Man is the only creature that dares to light a fire and live with it. The reason? Because he alone has learned to put it out.”

Henry Jackson Vandyke, Jr